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Influential psychological theories hypothesize that people consume alcohol in response to the experience of
both negative and positive emotions. Despite two decades of daily diary and ecological momentary
assessment research, it remains unclear whether people consume more alcohol on days they experience
higher negative and positive affects in everyday life. In this preregistered meta-analysis, we synthesized the
evidence for these daily associations between affect and alcohol use.We included individual participant data
from 69 studies (N = 12,394), which used daily and momentary surveys to assess the affect and the number
of alcoholic drinks consumed. Results indicate that people are not more likely to drink on days they
experience high negative affect but are more likely to drink and drink heavily on days high in positive affect.
People self-reporting a motivational tendency to drink-to-cope and drink-to-enhance consumed more
alcohol but not on days they experienced higher negative and positive affects. Results were robust across
different operationalizations of affect, study designs, study populations, and individual characteristics.
These findings challenge the long-held belief that people drink more alcohol following increase in negative
affect. Integrating these findings under different theoretical models and limitations of this field of research,
we collectively propose an agenda for future research to explore open questions surrounding affect and
alcohol use.

Public Significance Statement
This study meta-analyzed individual participant data from 12,394 individuals across 69 studies in which
participants reported their emotional state and alcohol use for multiple days. Contrary to theoretical
models of alcohol use, the findings indicated that people are not more likely to drink and do not consume
more alcohol on days that they report higher negative affect but are more likely to drink on days that they
report higher positive affect.

Keywords: affect, alcohol use, drinking motives, emotion, meta-analysis
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The associations between emotions and behavior are of core
interest across various disciplines of psychology. One of the most
theorized and studied associations is the link between emotions and
substance use. The vast majority of research on this association
has focused specifically on alcohol use. Harmful alcohol use
represents one of the top four contributors to noncommunicable
diseases globally (along with tobacco use, physical inactivity,
and unhealthy diets), and the World Health Organization estimates
that alcohol use is the cause of roughly 5% (∼3,000,000) of
all deaths worldwide annually (World Health Organization,
2018). The health-related and economic costs of alcohol use
alone are estimated to exceed 1% of the gross national product
of high- and middle-income countries (Rehm et al., 2009). In
the United States, roughly 15 million adults meet the criteria
for alcohol use disorder (AUD; Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration, 2021), which is characterized
by a pattern of alcohol use that persists despite experiencing
negative biological, behavioral, cognitive, and social consequences
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Thus, understanding the
robustness of the association between emotions and alcohol use in
people’s daily lives has broad appeal for improving psychological
theory regarding mental and behavioral health, as well as the
practice of using psychological science to enhance health, lengthen
life, and reduce illness and disability.
Multiple theoretical accounts proposed to hypothesize that alco-

hol use is, at least partially, motivated by the desire to regulate one’s
affective state (e.g., Baker et al., 2004; Cloninger, 1987; Conger,
1956; M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988; Koob & Le
Moal, 2008). Although each model proposes distinct aspects of how
these affect–alcohol associations develop (e.g., allostatic load, social
learning, operant conditioning), there is a general proposition that
people often drink to relieve their negative emotions or to enhance
positive emotions. Furthermore, affect-driven negative and positive
reinforcement processes may lead to escalations in alcohol use
and AUD for some individuals. Accordingly, the societal costs
of problematic alcohol use could be lessened by targeting the affect–
alcohol association.

Theories of Affect Relating to Alcohol Use

Many theoretical models predict that people’s emotional ex-
periences are related to their alcohol use (e.g., Baker et al., 2004;
Conger, 1956; M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988;
Koob & Le Moal, 2008; Wills & Filer, 1996). Inspired by early
work on reinforcement learning in animals (Conger, 1956) and
humans (Sutton & Barto, 2018), these models share the core
assumption that alcohol use is reinforcing through its mood-
altering effects. That is, theories generally state that people’s
mood should improve following the use of alcohol, and that in
turn negative emotional experiences should motivate people to
drink. Although mood improvement could result from negative
affect decreasing or positive affect increasing, theories do not

explicitly state whether high positive affect should precede alcohol
use. Furthermore, there is a lack of specificity regarding the
population that is most likely to demonstrate an association
between negative affect and subsequent alcohol use. The motiva-
tional models of Cox and Klinger (1988) and M. L. Cooper et al.
(1995) state that people in general are motivated to drink alcohol to
cope with negative affect and to drink to enhance positive affect as
they learn this association through repeated pairing of alcohol
relieving negative affect or improving positive affect (Skinner,
1969). Although they describe how this pathway can lead to AUD
for some, they also suggest that alcohol use regulates affect also in
those without the disorder. Later models by Baker et al. (2004) and
Koob and Le Moal (2008) specifically state that negative affect
should motivate alcohol use in people with a history of severe
AUD. However, Koob and Le Moal (2008) also argue that in the
early stages of the progression to AUD, people use alcohol because
of its positively reinforcing properties but in later stages of the
disorder alcohol use is negatively reinforcing in that it relieves
symptoms of alcohol withdrawal. Finally, the models by Wills and
Filer (1996) and Kaplan et al. (1984) describe the development of
stress-motivated substance use in adolescents, in which deviant
behaviors (including alcohol use) are a coping strategy that alle-
viates self-derogation in teens. In summary, models of affect and
alcohol use imply similar hypotheses about the negative affect—
alcohol use association. Importantly, the models do not clearly
specify the time scale at which these associations should be
observed, whether all negative emotions should motivate alcohol
use equally, or whether negative affect should influence the
frequency or quantity of alcohol use.

The earliest affect-regulation models were specific to alcohol
use (Conger, 1956). However, similar motivational processes have
been theorized to drive problematic or heavy engagement in other
behaviors that can become addictive or dysregulating over time.
For example, a comparable affect-regulation model has been
proposed to explain binge eating (Macht & Simons, 2011), and
a meta-analysis of ecological momentary assessment (EMA) stud-
ies found evidence that negative affect precedes binge eating
episodes (Haedt-Matt & Keel, 2011). Similarly, recent meta-
analyses found negative affect to predict smoking in longitudinal
studies of both light and heavy smokers (Akbari et al., 2020) and to
predict suicidal injury, thoughts, and behaviors in EMA studies
(Kuehn et al., 2022). In short, there is relatively consistent evidence
that affect, particularly negative affect, plays a role in the devel-
opment and maintenance of behaviors with addictive or dysregu-
lating potential.

Empirical Tests of Affect Relating to Alcohol Use

There is robust evidence that people consume more alcohol follow-
ing experimental manipulations of affect (Bresin et al., 2018) and
experience changes in affect while drinking in lab settings (Sayette,
2017; Smith, 2013; Wilkie & Stewart, 2005). Experimental studies
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have the advantage of demonstrating causal effects but by nature of
their design can only demonstrate that affect causes alcohol use
when affect immediately precedes a drinking opportunity, when
alcohol is freely and immediately available, is unlikely to interfere
with actively coping with the stressor, and when drinking would
have no impact on later responsibilities (participants are usually not
allowed to leave the laboratory before their Blood Alcohol Concen-
tration has fallen below .04 dl/L; Bacon et al., 2015; de Wit et al.,
2003). Consequently, experiments are limited in their ability to
explain how affect regulation might influence drinking in people’s
natural contexts.
Global self-report data indicate that many people believe that

drinking either relieves their negative affect or enhances their
positive affect (Leigh, 1989), and that people consistently report
emotion regulation as a major motivator for their alcohol use (M. L.
Cooper, 1994). A recent meta-analysis of mostly cross-sectional
studies revealed that people endorsing higher coping (with nega-
tive affect) and enhancement (of positive affect) motives tend to
report higher drinking frequency and quantity (Bresin & Mekawi,
2021). The same meta-analysis found in longitudinal studies that
enhancement (but not coping) motives were associated with later
alcohol use (both were associated with later alcohol-related pro-
blems). Thus, if affect regulation influences alcohol use, it does so
at longer time scales (such as months or years) than at the daily or
weekly level. Retrospective global self-report information is lim-
ited because people often have poor insight into the causes of their
behavior (Mazar & Wood, 2022; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). For
example, recent research has shown that people who report that
they tend to act on impulse when they are upset do not exhibit
stronger associations between affect and impulsivity in daily life
(Feil et al., 2020; Sharpe et al., 2020). Studies in people’s natural
environments using daily diary and EMA methods are necessary to
establish the plausibility of affect regulation hypotheses and to test
within-person processes in everyday life. Support for the core predic-
tion of motivational models of alcohol use that in naturalistic en-
vironments people drink following experiences of negative affect,
remains elusive.
Dozens of daily diary andEMA studies have assessed participants’

self-reported mood once to several times per day and reported
number of alcoholic drinks they have consumed each day or evening.
This repeated sampling of participants’ momentary subjective ex-
periences and behavior attempts to minimize recall error/bias and
maximize ecological validity (Shiffman, 2009).Most diary and EMA
studies of affect regulation have been predominantly conducted with
college student (e.g., Arbeau et al., 2011; Hussong et al., 2005;
O’Hara et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2020) and community samples
(e.g., Armeli et al., 2000; Collins et al., 1998; Duif et al., 2020;
O’Donnell et al., 2019). Most of these studies sampled people who
drink regularly, with some studies oversampling heavy drinkers (e.g.,
Emery & Simons, 2020). Relatively few of them (e.g., Jahng et al.,
2011;Wycoff et al., 2020) have been conducted in clinical samples of
any kind, and even fewer have been conducted with clinical samples
of people with AUDs or who are seeking or in treatment (e.g., Bold
et al., 2017). Given that some affect regulation theories predict
negative affect to motivate alcohol use in all of these populations
(M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988), whereas other
models (Baker et al., 2004; Koob & Le Moal, 2008) posit that
negative affect should motivate alcohol use specifically in people

with AUD; this literature has provided more tests of the former
compared to the latter.

Most studies predicted drinking from both general negative and
positive affect scores (e.g., Emery & Simons, 2020; Howard et al.,
2015;Wycoff et al., 2020), which are calculated by taking the average
across reports of multiple discrete emotions (such as anxious, irrita-
ble, and angry). This is in line with seminal work indicating that these
are the two dominant and independent dimensions of self-reported
affect that differ only in valence and are high in arousal (negative and
positive; Watson et al., 1988; Zevon & Tellegen, 1982), and it
assumes that discrete emotions of similar valence relate to alcohol
use in a similar way. In contrast, a popular alternative model of the
structure of affect assumes that emotions differ along valence and
arousal (J. Russell, 1980). However, exactly which emotions are
included in these affect indices has varied across studies. Reviewing
the literature, we found that studies usually assessed negative and
positive affects with three to ten items each from a pool of roughly
100 emotion words. While these items often differ in valence and
arousal, they are usually combined and described as reflecting the
dimensions of negative and positive affects proposed byWatson et al.
(1988). In other words, although the dominant theoretical conceptu-
alization of negative and positive affects in this literature is around
high arousal positive and negative affects, the actual measurement of
affect has frequently incorporated low arousal items (such as sad or
calm) into the averaged measures of negative and positive affects.
This jingle fallacy (where different measures have similar labels) may
obscure the true effect of affective states if there are key differences
between high and low arousal states. Some studies also have
attempted to predict drinking from discrete emotions (e.g., Dvorak
& Simons, 2014; Swendsen et al., 2000) or the variability in affect
prior to a drinking event (e.g., Gottfredson & Hussong, 2013; C. D.
Mohr et al., 2013). In summary, studies differ considerably in how
they operationalized affect, and one important sensitivity analysis of
the present study was to test the degree to which the operationaliza-
tion of affect influenced the findings. Whether some emotional states
motivate alcohol use, more than others is an open question.

How alcohol use is operationalized has also varied widely across
studies. Many studies predicted a variety of outcomes such as the
likelihood of drinking and drinking quantity (e.g., Dora, Schultz,
et al., 2022; Dvorak & Simons, 2014; O’Donnell et al., 2019), the
likelihood of heavy drinking (e.g., Bold et al., 2017; Collins et al.,
1998; Howard et al., 2015), time-to-drink (e.g., Armeli et al., 2008;
Hussong, 2007; Littlefield et al., 2012; Todd et al., 2009), or changes
in affect leading up to a drinking episode (Courtney & Russell,
2021; M. A. Russell et al., 2020; Treloar et al., 2015). Although all
of these outcomes reflect alcohol use, they do not necessarily
provide a test of the same hypothesis. For example, given the verbal
formulation of motivational models of alcohol (M. L. Cooper et al.,
1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988), it is unclear how to reconcile a finding
that negative affect increases prior to a drinking event in one sample
(e.g., Treloar et al., 2015) but does not predict the likelihood to drink
in another sample (e.g., O’Donnell et al., 2019).

A variety of moderators and mediators have been proposed and
tested in previous studies, such as drinking motives (e.g., Ehrenberg
et al., 2016; Gautreau et al., 2015; Grant et al., 2009; Hussong et al.,
2005; Stevenson et al., 2019; Wycoff et al., 2020), urgency (e.g.,
Bold et al., 2017; Dora, Schultz, et al., 2022; J. S. Simons et al.,
2010), and craving (Waddell et al., 2021). The most commonly
examined moderators of the affect–alcohol use association in
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everyday life are the drinking motives people report. Rooted in
Gray’s inhibition and activation model (Gray, 1982), motivational
models of alcohol use assume (a) that people hold explicit motives to
cope with negative affect and enhance positive affect, (b) that people
can consciously report on these motives, and (c) that these motives
underlie their drinking behavior. Drinking motives are thought to
develop as a function of drinking experience and social learning
(Cox & Klinger, 1988; McClelland et al., 1989). Following this
reasoning, studies have tested whether the link between negative/
positive affect and alcohol use in everyday life is stronger for people
who report stronger coping/enhancement motives.
Differences in study approaches can be traced back to the relative

nonspecificity inherent to theoretical models of affect regulation
(van Rooij & Baggio, 2021), which complicate a narrative synthesis
of the existing literature. Although the theoretical predictions of
affect regulationmodels have been refined over time (Hussong et al.,
2011; Koob & LeMoal, 2008), most empirical research has failed to
take advantage of these advances. The most common test in the
literature asks whether affect reported during the day is associated
with alcohol use that same day or evening. Looking at the literature
as a whole, some data suggest that people are more likely to drink
and consume more alcohol on days characterized by increased
experiences of increased negative (e.g., Armeli et al., 2000; Park
et al., 2004; J. S. Simons et al., 2005) or positive (e.g., Dora, Schultz,
et al., 2022; Emery & Simons, 2020; Howard et al., 2015) affect,
while other studies presented null findings for negative (e.g.,
Courtney & Russell, 2021; Dora, Schultz, et al., 2022; Duif et
al., 2020; Ehrenberg et al., 2016; Littlefield et al., 2012) and positive
affects (e.g., Dvorak et al., 2014; O’Donnell et al., 2019; Sacco et al.,
2015). Infrequently, negative affect was estimated to lead to a
reduction in subsequent alcohol use (Aldridge-Gerry et al., 2011;
Bresin & Fairbairn, 2019; M. A. Russell et al., 2020). At the same
time, studies that report significant findings often do so in the context
of moderators that condition the affect–alcohol association (e.g.,
Dvorak & Simons, 2014; J. S. Simons et al., 2010). A recent
systematic review concluded that evidence for the hypothesized
interactions between affect and drinking motives is equivocal
(Votaw & Witkiewitz, 2021).
Thus, the primary goal of this study was to synthesize the

evidence for the two main propositions of motivational models
of alcohol use1 (M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988):

Proposition 1: Affect motivates alcohol use in everyday life.

Proposition 2: This effect is stronger in people with explicit
drinking motives related to affect regulation.

Hypotheses

We preregistered two hypotheses derived from the propositions
of motivational models of alcohol use. We hypothesized that
negative and positive affects should both be associated with alcohol
use on a daily level, such that people are more likely to drink and
consume more drinks on days they report negative or positive affect
that is higher than usual (Hypotheses 1a + b). We also hypothesized
that these associations should be stronger for people who self-report
a disposition to drink-to-cope with negative emotions (coping
motives) and drink-to-enhance with positive emotions (enhance-
ment motives), respectively (Hypotheses 2a + b).

Our Methodological Approach

Much of the research reviewed above was conducted prior to Open
Science Initiatives toward replicability (Open Science Collaboration,
2015), which remains relatively underappreciated in clinical science
(Tackett et al., 2019). Many studies employed rather small samples
(<100 participants), none are direct replications of prior studies,
and almost no analyses were preregistered (see Dora, Schultz, et al.,
2022, for an exception). A standard meta-analytic approach using
aggregated study data would not be able to accurately synthesize this
literature for several reasons. The most common outcome variable in
this literature is the number of alcoholic drinks consumed each day or
evening, which is a zero-inflated count variable. Given the different
data-analytic approaches researchers have used (e.g., [generalized]
linear mixed-effects modeling using linear, binomial [zero-inflated
and hurdle], Poisson and negative binomial outcome distributions
with varying random effects structures), it is not possible to extract
and meaningfully compare effect sizes from the published literature.
Meta-analyzing such data sets can be achieved using individual
participant data meta-analysis, in which the raw data from each study
are used to build a large model that accounts for variation between
participants and data sets. Such an individual participant data meta-
analysis is superior for several additional reasons (H. Cooper &
Patall, 2009). For example, it allowed us to analyze the data using
unified operationalizations of affect and alcohol use (including data
from unpublished studies) and using a unified data-analytic protocol.

Even equipped with the raw data from many studies, we had to
make many analytic decisions along the way. Which data do we
include in our analyses? How do we operationalize “affect” and
“alcohol use”? At what time scale do we test this association? What
is our smallest effect size of interest? We used three principles to
guide these decisions. First, we looked for agreement in published
work, as we are of the opinion that a meta-analysis should reflect
the literature it synthesizes. For example, in our main analyses, we
predicted drinking frequency and quantity from general negative
and positive affects, since these are the tests most commonly
reported in the literature. Second, for our main analyses, we gave
preference to decisions that would allow us to include the most data.
For example, in our main analyses, we predicted alcohol use from
daily affect, since many studies were designed with this test in mind.
Third, we collectively made decisions involving the entire coauthor
team, which was comprised of experts on affect, alcohol use, and
EMA research (some are experts on all three). We held individual
Zoom and telephone meetings with the majority of coauthors,
exchanged thousands of emails throughout the project, and con-
ducted online polls to gather feedback at every stage of the project.
For example, coauthors completed a poll to give qualitative and
quantitative feedback on the preregistration, such as voting on the
interpretation of different effect sizes. Coauthors were also given
ample opportunity to share their interpretations of the results and
shape revisions on this article.

A further complication is variation across studies onmeasurement,
study population, study designs, and data-analytic decisions. It is
unclear whether the hypothesized associations exist in the broader
population, whether they only exist in specific subpopulations or
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1 The focus was placed on these two models over related models of affect
and alcohol use as most studies in this field have been conducted in
nonclinical samples.
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drinking situations, whether theymight only be foundwhen choosing
certain study designs or making some data-analytic decisions
(vs. others), or whether associations between affect and alcohol use
should be expected to be entirely absent. Clarifying these open
questions is of critical importance as they have broad implications
for our scientific understanding of the development, prevention, and
treatment of problematic alcohol use. For that reason, the secondary
goal of this study was to explore the extent to which the effects were
robust in sensitivity analyses and potentially differ along individual-
and study-level moderators.

Sensitivity and Moderator Analyses

As truly confirmatory tests require researchers to choose one path
through the “garden of forking data-analytic decisions” (Gelman &
Loken, 2013; Wagenmakers et al., 2012) and analyzing EMA data
requires them to make many such decisions, we preregistered
several sensitivity analyses to test whether our results were contin-
gent on any such choices. First, researchers in this literature assess
many different combinations of emotions but we had to decide on
one operationalization of affect. Thus, we derived a total of three
alternative operationalizations of negative and positive affects from
the literature to test whether specific sets of emotion items influence
any potential association between affect and alcohol use. Second, in
addition to our main analyses of EMA and daily diary data, we
attempted to establish a temporal association by analyzing a subset
of the data in which we were able to ensure that any report of affect
preceded the onset of alcohol use on that day. Third, we tested
whether the timing of emotion reports (morning vs. afternoon)
influences any potential association between affect and alcohol
use. Collectively, these sensitivity analyses were meant to test the
robustness of the affect–alcohol use association in light of different
valid analytic decisions.
We preregistered several moderator analyses to explore the extent

to which any potential affect–alcohol use association may only be
observed in certain study designs or subpopulations. For example, we
explored whether the finer granularity of multiple daily surveys
might be necessary to observe an association by testing whether
effects differ between daily diary and EMA studies.We also explored
whether negative affect is a stronger predictor in clinical populations
(e.g., Baker et al., 2004) by testing the moderating effect of study
population (college vs. community vs. clinical). Unfortunately, we
did not have a measure of AUD symptoms on the participant level in
most data sets. As an imperfect proxy, we explored whether the
associations might be stronger for heavy compared to light drinkers
(based on both self-reports of alcohol use and study inclusion criteria
at the sample and participant level). We also explored age as a
moderator, as some theoretical models posit differences in the affect–
alcohol use association between adolescents and young adults
(Hussong et al., 2011; Wills & Filer, 1996). We tested gender as
a moderator, as there are historical differences in the rates of alcohol
use and the experience of emotions across males and females (Harder
et al., 2014). Finally, we tested time of the week (e.g., weekend vs.
weekday), as there is a strong temporality to alcohol use (Room et al.,
2012). Collectively, these moderator analyses were meant to illumi-
nate the extent to which associations between affect and alcohol use
are contingent on the study design and might differ between study
populations or participants.

Method

Transparency and Openness

This research was approved by the local Institutional Review
Board.We preregistered our hypotheses and statistical analyses after
obtaining all the data included in our analyses but before we
processed and analyzed the data. All decisions described hereafter
were preregistered unless otherwise noted. The authorship team
provided input on the preregistration and analytic decisions; thus,
analytic decisions generally reflect the consensus of the author team,
and we used sensitivity analyses to test questions where there was
more disagreement about specific analytic decisions. Although we
do not have permission to share our data publicly, our preregistra-
tion, analysis script, and R output are available on the Open Science
Framework project of this article (https://osf.io/jcr2q/).

Inclusion Criteria

We included studies that met the following criteria:

1. The study collected data from human participants of any
age, study population, or drinking behavior.

2. The study employed a diary (surveyed once daily) or EMA
(surveyed multiple times daily) design.

3. The study assessed the total number of alcoholic drinks
consumed each day or evening.

4. The study assessed negative affect or positive affect with at
least two items.

Systematic Search Strategy

We searched for raw data that fit our inclusion criteria in three
ways (see Figure 1). First, we searched for articles published
between January 1, 2000, and January 1, 2021, via Web of Science2

using the following search terms: Topic = ([Negative emotion OR
Negative affect OR Positive emotion OR Positive affect] AND
[Alcohol use OR Alcohol intoxication OR Alcohol drink*] AND
[Ecological momentary assessment OR Ambulatory assessment OR
Experience sampling OR Diary]). This search resulted in 214 hits.
We screened all studies by reading the abstract and method section
to assess whether the study might fit our inclusion criteria, retaining
studies that satisfied inclusion criteria 1, 2, and either 3 or 4 (since
studies assessing affect might have assessed alcohol use as well
without publishing it and vice versa). Second, after removing 127
studies that did not fit our inclusion criteria, we consulted the
reference sections of the 87 studies that met the inclusion criteria,
which yielded 27 additional articles, for a total of 114 studies that fit
the inclusion criteria. We contacted the 62 corresponding authors of
the 114 potentially eligible studies, asking them to contribute any
raw published and/or unpublished data that fit our inclusion criteria.
Third, we asked researchers who agreed to share data with us
whether they were aware of additional researchers who might
contact for data, resulting in the contact of 27 additional researchers.
We followed-up with all researchers at least twice to include as
many data sets in the meta-analysis as possible. In the end, we
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2 We also searched APA PsycInfo and Google Scholar but did not find any
additional articles using the same search terms.
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received 69 eligible raw data sets from 49 researchers, which we
then combined for our meta-analytic analyses. All studies measured
affect and alcohol use daily for multiple days per participant.
Additionally, 48 data sets contained a measure of drinking motives.

Studies and Participants

We used individual participant data from 69 studies comprising
data collected in Australia, Canada, France, and the United States
(see https://osf.io/jcr2q/ for an overview of studies included in this
meta-analysis). Twenty-six studies surveyed participants once daily,
and 43 studies surveyed participants multiple times daily. Studies
sampled college students (k= 28), from the community (k= 31), and
from clinical populations (k = 10). Participants in clinical samples
were in treatment for alcohol and substance use (k = 7),3 borderline
personality disorder (k = 1), chronic pain (k = 1), and diagnosed
with social anxiety (k= 1). The sample sizes in the included data sets

ranged from N = 341,421 participants, resulting in a combined data
set of 12,394 participants (55.4% female; 74.6% White Age: M =
23.53, SD= 10.03; min= 13; max= 92). Studies gathered daily data
for a minimum of 7 and a maximum of 120 days (M = 24.23, SD =
19.94), resulting in a combined 353,762 possible daily observations.
Alcohol use data were available on 73.4% of study days across all
studies (SDstudy = 18.3%; minStudy = 37.9%; maxStudy = 100%)
resulting in 259,700 daily observations and 82,266 reported drink-
ing days.

Measures

Alcohol Use

In all studies, participants reported how many alcoholic drinks
they had consumed; this was either logged during the drinking
event, assessed in the evening of the same day, or assessed the next
day. Next-day reports reflect either drinking over the previous day or
the previous evening. Response options for this item varied between
studies (i.e., the endpoint of the scale ranged from “five drinks or
more” to an open-ended report of drinks).

In cases where the response options were smaller or larger than
one unit, we recoded the number of drinks to the lower unit value
(e.g., 1.5 drinks = 1; 1–2 drinks = 1; 3–4 drinks = 3) because
choosing the midpoint of the bin is likely to overestimate the true
value (McGinley & Curran, 2014). In cases where alcohol use was
reported since the last assessment, we reverse-lagged morning
reports because drinks reported in the morning most likely were
consumed the night before and thus count toward the previous day’s
drinking event. We winsorized alcohol reports of more than 20
drinks, recoding any entry of more than 20 drinks to 20 drinks, to
limit the tail of the count distribution. This resulted in 0.02% of cases
being winsorized, which ultimately had no influence on the results.

Negative and Positive Affects

The included data sets contain a total of 64 different negative
affect items (e.g., anxious, disappointed, frustrated, guilty, irritable)
and 36 different positive affect items (e.g., cheerful, determined,
enthusiastic, happy, proud; see https://osf.io/jcr2q/ for an overview
of all included affect items). The items were answered on a range of
different scales (4-, 5-, 6-, 7-, 8-, 10-, 11-, and 12-point, 0–100 scale)
and refer to a range of different time frames (right now, since last
assessment, past 5 min, past 15 min, past 30 min, past 1 hr, past 2 hr,
past 24 hr, today, yesterday). In the included EMA studies, parti-
cipants reported their momentary affect throughout the day. In the
included diary studies, participants mostly reported that day’s affect
together with the previous day’s alcohol use.

For our main analyses, we used the negative and positive mood
items that were part of the 33 negative affect and 24 positive affect
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Figure 1
Selection Procedure of Included Studies

Note. k = number of data sets; N = number of participants. H1a: daily
association between negative affect and alcohol use. H1b: daily association
between positive affect and alcohol use. H2a: cross-level interaction between
negative affect and coping motives on alcohol use. H2b: cross-level interac-
tion between positive affect and enhancement motives on alcohol use.

3 Two studies included a treatment group that was administered naltrex-
one. Naltrexone changes the reinforcing properties of alcohol, which might
support an argument to exclude these data. Based on the recommendation of
the authors of those studies, and because of the relatively low number of
treatment studies in general, we opted to preregister that we would include
these studies in the results to maximally represent clinical data. Sensitivity
analyses suggested that there were no differences between treatment and
nontreatment seeking samples, suggesting that the inclusion of treatment
samples who were administered naltrexone would not change the conclu-
sions in the present study.
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items derived in earlier factor-analytic research (Zevon & Tellegen,
1982) to harmonize the variable across studies. We included data
from studies provided the study collected at least two negative
and/or positive affect items, respectively, from that inventory (this
resulted in the exclusion of six and seven data sets for the negative
and positive affect analyses, respectively, which did not assess at
least two of these items). First, we converted all items to the same
scale using the percent of maximum possible score (POMP) proce-
dure (Cohen et al., 1999): POMP = [(observed − scale minimum)/
(scale maximum − scale minimum)] × 100. Then, we averaged all
assessed negative and positive mood items, respectively, for each
daily assessment. For diary studies, this was the daily negative and
positive affect scores. For EMA studies, we averaged the negative
and positive mood scores for each assessment into a daily negative
and a daily positive affect score. Our negative and positive affect
variables showed high internal reliability across items (RkRnNA = .99,
RkRnPA = .99) and time (Revelle, 2016; Shrout & Lane, 2012).

Coping and Enhancement Motives

Forty-four studies (63.8% of total) measured dispositional coping
(e.g., “I drink to forget my worries.”) and enhancement motives
(e.g., “I drink because it is fun.”) at baseline via the respective
coping and enhancement subscales of the Drinking Motives Ques-
tionnaire (DMQ; M. Cooper, 1994). One study (1.5% of total)
measured coping and enhancement motives daily via the respective
coping and enhancement subscales of the DMQ. Two studies (3% of
total) measured coping motives at baseline via the alcohol and drug
use subscale of the COPE inventory (Carver et al., 1989). One study
(1.5% of total) measured coping and enhancement motives via a list
of items that mirror a subset of the DMQ items (e.g., “Unpleasant
emotions [angry, frustrated, sad, anxious] trigger my drinking”;
“Pleasant emotions [when enjoying yourself or feeling happy]
trigger my drinking”).
We converted all motives items onto the same scale using the

POMP procedure. For studies measuring motives at baseline, we
averaged all available items of the respective scale. For the study
measuring motives daily, we averaged all available items measured
across all days of assessment.We did not assess the internal reliability
of our motives measure as in multiple cases we received scale scores
rather than scores per individual item. Both coping and enhancement
motives have exhibited high internal consistency in previous research
(Dvorak et al., 2014; Littlefield et al., 2012; Waddell et al., 2021).

Meta-Analytic Moderators

Decisions concerning whether a data set was included in the meta-
analysis were based on the inclusion criteria above. Once coauthors
agreed to contribute the relevant variables, we asked them if they
had additional variables that we could examine as meta-analytic
moderators. A few variables we were interested in were only
accessible in a small number of data sets (k < 5), and hence
were removed from further consideration (daily drinking motives,
alcohol expectancies, AUD symptoms). Labeling of moderators was
based on information provided by the contributing coauthors.
Whenever these were not straightforward, the first author contacted
the contributing coauthor, and the labeling was determined together.
We collected the following variables for the majority of data sets to
test for their influence on our meta-analytic conclusions:

Study Design

We coded studies as employing either a diary or EMA design.
Studies were coded as diary design if they collected data from
participants once per day and were coded as EMA design if they
collected data from participants more than once per day.

Study Population

We coded studies as sampling from a college, community, or
clinical population. Studies were coded as sampling from a college
population if they only included university students. They were
coded as sampling from a clinical population if one of the inclusion
criteria was a medical or psychological diagnosis of any kind.
Otherwise, the study was coded as a community sample.

Study Treatment

We coded whether a study involved any cognitive, behavioral,
medical, pharmacological, or campaign treatment or intervention
(or a combination of these). Included treatment studies primarily
targeted substance use disorders (e.g., motivational interviewing,
cognitive behavioral therapy, naltrexone administration) with one
study including participants in treatment for lower back pain and one
study including participants in treatment for borderline personality
disorder (two groups at risk for developing substance use disorders).

Study Inclusion Criterion (Heavy/Light Alcohol Drinkers)

We coded whether a study included only participants who were
moderate or heavy drinkers (vs. including infrequent or light drin-
kers) according to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2018)
guidelines. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention defines
a moderate drinker as someonewho consumesmore than three drinks
per week but no more than seven drinks per week for women and
no more than 14 drinks per week for men. Heavy drinkers are defined
as those consuming more than seven drinks per week for women and
14 drinks per week for men.

Study Length

We coded the number of days participants received daily diary/
EMA surveys.

Participant Self-Reported Alcohol Use at Baseline

For studies that assessed self-reported alcohol use at baseline
(e.g., via the Daily Drinking Questionnaire or a 7-day Timeline
Follow-Back; Collins et al., 1985; Hoeppner et al., 2010), we
calculated the average number of alcoholic drinks a participant
reported to consume per week.

Participant Age and Sex

Collaborators shared with us participants’ age in years as well as
their biological sex (gender, in studies that did not assess sex).

Time of Week

From survey completion dates, we coded whether or not ob-
servations were completed during the social weekend (Thursday,
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Friday, Saturday vs. remaining weekdays), as people drink alco-
hol most often on these 3 days (Dora, Schultz, et al., 2022; Finlay
et al., 2012).

Data Analysis

We conducted all of our analyses in R (R Core Team, 2021). To
calculate the meta-analytic effect sizes relating to our hypotheses, we
used a mixed-effects modeling approach to account for nesting of
observations within persons and of persons within studies. We fitted
these models under a Bayesian framework to be able to quantify the
plausibility of a range of effect sizes of interest, consistent with our
preregistered focus on effect size estimation. This is particularly
helpful with such a large sample size, as many trivial effects might
have been statistically significant. Because alcohol use is a count
variable that we expected to be zero-inflated, we fitted hurdle models
with a negative binomial distribution for the nonzero counts. These
mixture models separately predict (a) the probability that participants
drink on any given day and (b) the number of drinks consumed on
drinking days. In all models, the day was the unit of analysis. Thus,
we predicted alcohol use on a daily level. We fitted these models
using the brm function (Bürkner, 2017). In studies where alcohol use
was assessed the following day, we reverse-lagged alcohol use so that
it lined up with the daily affect assessments. We controlled for day of
the week (Monday to Sunday; fixed effect) and time (day in study;
fixed effect) in all analyses.

Standardization

Measures of negative and positive affects were person-mean
centered and standardized such that each person’s daily affect scores
reflected departures from their own averages. For example, a score
of 1 represents a person reporting affect one standard deviation
higher than usual, relative to their own average. Similarly, a score of
−1 represents a person reporting affect one SD lower than usual. Just
one measure of coping and enhancement motives was available per
person, so these scores were sample-mean centered and standard-
ized such that each person’s motives scores reflect departures in
standard deviation units from the mean of the sample.

Random-Effects Structure

We built a three-level model of daily observations nested in
participants, which were further nested in studies. We fit a random
intercept nested within participants to account for differences in
drinking frequency and quantity between participants. We further
nested these participant-level intercepts within studies to account for
differences in drinking frequency and quantity between studies. We
fitted a random slope for affect nested in participants and studies to
account for variability in the effect of negative and positive affects
on drinking between participants and studies. We fitted a random
slope for drinking motives as well as the Affect × Motives inter-
actions nested in studies only, since motives were measured between
participants.

Priors and Effect Size Benchmarks

We used a normally distributed prior with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of 0.5 on all fixed main and interaction effects in
the hurdle and negative binomial parts of our models. We consulted

with the authorship team to obtain consensus agreements about what
effects could represent small, medium, and large effects on daily
alcohol use. We preregistered the following conclusions regarding a
range of effect sizes along our prior probability distribution: a small
effect was defined as any effect smaller than a 1.25-fold increase in
the probability of drinking and a 0.25-fold increase in number of
drinks consumed on drinking days as affect increases by one
standard deviation. A moderate effect was defined as any effect
larger than that but smaller than a twofold increase in the probability
of drinking as well as an increase of one additional drink consumed
on drinking days as affect increases by one standard deviation. Any
effect larger than that would be considered a large effect.

Analysis Steps

First, we tested the daily effect of negative and positive affects in
data sets containing all studies assessing at least two items of the
emotion inventory (Zevon & Tellegen, 1982). We further conducted
three sensitivity analyses to determine whether our results were
contingent on the particular list of negative and positive affect items
used to calculate the daily score. For this reason, we repeated our
tests of Hypotheses 1a and 1b using all negative and positive affect
items assessed in each respective study, the 10-item Negative and
Positive Affect subscales of the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (Watson et al., 1988), as well as the basic Negative
and Positive Emotion subscales of the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule–Expanded Form (Watson & Clark, 1994). Next, we
repeated the tests of Hypotheses 1a and 1b in a subset of studies
which allowed us to temporally dissociate assessments of affect and
subsequent alcohol use (i.e., by calculating daily affect from assess-
ments that happened prior to alcohol use). We further tested whether
the timing of affect assessment matters by predicting alcohol use
from morning (6 a.m.–12 p.m.) and afternoon (12 p.m.–6 p.m.)
affect assessments, respectively. We also tested whether between-
person differences in affect predict alcohol use by replacing day-
level affect scores with person-level affect scores.

Second, we tested interactions between affect and motives in a
data set containing all eligible studies that assessed motives. Third,
we further tested whether several moderators influence our conclu-
sions regarding the main effects of affect as well as the cross-level
interactions. For these analyses, we added three-level interactions
between affect, drinking motives, and the moderator, as well as all
lower order interactions to our preregistered models. On a study
level, we tested the moderating influence of study design (diary
vs. EMA), study population (college vs. community vs. clinical),
whether a study involved a clinical treatment (yes vs. no), study
inclusion criterion (none or light drinkers vs. moderate or heavy
drinkers), and study length (number of days of observation). On a
participant level, we tested the moderating influence of self-reported
alcohol use at baseline (reported number of drinks during an average
week), age, and sex (gender, if sex was not available). Finally, we
tested the moderating influence of the time of week (social weekend:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday vs. remaining weekdays).

For each model, we ran four Markov Chain Monte Carlo chains
with 3,000 iterations.We inspectedmodel fit using the Rhat statistic,
effective sample sizes, trace plots, and posterior predictive checks
(Vasishth et al., 2018).4 For all models, the combination of
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4 The output of our model inspections can be found at https://osf.io/jcr2q/.
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diagnostics indicated good model convergence and model fit. As we
were not able to impute missing data due to the complexity of our
statistical models, we assessed whether missing reports of alcohol
use were related to an individual’s age or sex as well as the report of
affect and alcohol use on the previous day. Point-biserial and phi
correlations indicated that missingness in alcohol use data was not
strongly associated with age, sex, and previous day’s affect and
alcohol use (all correlations < .1).

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Across all studies, participants reported consuming at least one
alcoholic drink on 31.7% of days and an average of 4.69 drinks (SD
= 4.56) on drinking days. Participants average report of daily
negative affect was 13.05 points (SD = 16.18) and their average
report of daily positive affect was 42.24 points (SD = 23.39). The
distributions of alcohol use on drinking days, affect, and motives are
visualized in Figure 2. The within-person correlation between
negative and positive affects was small and negative (r = −.09).
Correlations between participant-aggregated affect, participant-
aggregated number of drinks consumed, and drinking motives
are visualized in Figure 3.

Main Effect of Negative Affect

We found no evidence for a daily association between negative
affect and alcohol use (Hypothesis 1a). On days they experienced
higher negative affect (+1 SD), our model estimated participants to
be 5%–10% less likely to drink and to consume 0–0.02 fewer drinks
on drinking days (Figure 4). The authorship team agreed a priori
effects of this size are too small to be of practical relevance. A
nonpreregistered exploratory analysis revealed that negative affect
was also not associated with the odds of binge drinking (4+ drinks
for women, 5+ drinks for men; Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2019) on drinking days (95% CI [0.93, 0.98]).
These results were robust across sensitivity analyses (Table 1).

First, our conclusions did not change when we calculated negative
affect from all negative emotion items in each respective study, when
we used the 10-item Positive and Negative Affect Schedule subscale,
or the Fear, Hostility, Guilt, and Sadness subscales from the Positive
and Negative Affect Schedule–Expanded Form. Second, our con-
clusions did not change in a subset of the data in which we were able
to temporally dissociate affect and subsequent alcohol use. For this
analysis, we predicted alcohol use from affect reports that preceded
the onset of drinking. Third, our conclusions did not change when
we predicted alcohol use from negative affect reported in themorning
or afternoon. Thus, regardless of when or how negative affect was
measured, negative affect was not associated with alcohol use on a
daily level, and there was minimal heterogeneity in this effect.
For more than 99% of participants, the daily association between
negative affect and alcohol use was estimated to be trivially small as
indicated by the participant-level random slopes.

Main Effect of Positive Affect

In line with Hypothesis 1b, our model estimated participants to be
16%–28% more likely to drink on days they experience higher
positive affect (+1 SD). However, participants were estimated to

only consume an additional 0.04–0.07 drinks on drinking days high
in positive affect (too small to be of relevance according to our
preregistered inferences; Figure 5). An exploratory analysis re-
vealed that participants were estimated to be 17%–23% more likely
to binge drink on drinking days high in positive affect. Taken
together, we conclude from these results that there is evidence in our
data for a meaningful small-to-medium-sized association between
positive affect and both the likelihood to drink and with heavy
alcohol use on the daily level.

These results were robust across the same sensitivity analyses as
negative affect, except that the effect of the Positive and Negative
Affect Schedule–Expanded Form subscale joviality (consisting of
the items happy, joyful, delighted, cheerful, excited, enthusiastic,
lively, energetic) on the likelihood to drink was slightly larger than
our preregistered meta-analytic effect (Table 2). Estimating vari-
ability across participants’ individual associations between positive
affect and alcohol use, roughly two-thirds of participants were
slightly more likely to drink on days higher in positive affect,
whereas for the remaining one third, the association was estimated
to be medium sized.

Interaction of Negative Affect and Coping Motives

Participants reporting higher coping motives were more likely
to drink (95% CI [1.03, 1.39]) and to drink more on drinking days
(95% CI [0.05, 0.26]). Contrary to Hypothesis 2a, we found no
evidence for a cross-level interaction between daily negative affect
and dispositional drinking motives on daily alcohol use (likeli-
hood of drinking: 95% CI [1.00, 1.02]; drinks on drinking days:
95% CI [−0.02, 0.01]; Figure 6). Participants reporting low coping
motives (1 SD below the sample mean) were estimated to be 7%–

10% less likely to drink and to consume .02–.04 fewer drinks when
negative affect increased by one standard deviation. Participants
reporting average coping motives were estimated to be 7%–9%
less likely to drink and to consume .01–.02 fewer drinks when
negative affect increased by one standard deviation. Participants
reporting high coping motives (1 SD above the sample mean) were
estimated to be 6%–10% less likely to drink and to consume
.00–.02 fewer drinks when negative affect increased by one
standard deviation. Thus, we conclude that the daily association
between negative affect and alcohol use does not differ as a
function of a person’s self-reported disposition to drink-to-cope
with negative emotions.

Interaction of Positive Affect and Enhancement Motives

Participants reporting higher enhancement motives were more
likely to drink (95% CI [1.05, 1.30]) and to drink more on drinking
days (95% CI [0.21, 0.42]). Contrary to Hypothesis 2b, we found
no evidence for the hypothesized cross-level interaction between
daily positive affect and dispositional enhancement motives on
daily alcohol use (likelihood of drinking: 95% CI [0.93, 1.02];
drinks on drinking days: 95% CI [−0.02, 0.01]; Figure 6). Parti-
cipants reporting low enhancement motives (1 SD below the
sample mean) were estimated to be 22%–32% more likely to drink
and to consume .06–.09 additional drinks when positive affect
increased by one standard deviation. Participants reporting average
enhancement motives were estimated to be 28%–32% more likely
to drink and to consume .06–.07 additional drinks when positive
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affect increased by one standard deviation. Participants reporting
high enhancement motives (1 SD above the sample mean) were
estimated to be 28%–39% more likely to drink and to consume
.05–.07 additional drinks when positive affect increased by one

standard deviation. We conclude from these results that the daily
association between positive affect and alcohol use does not
depend on a person’s self-reported disposition to drink-to-enhance
positive emotions.
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Figure 2
Distributions of Study Variables

Note. The dashed lines represent the respective mean. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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Meta-Analytic Moderator Analyses

In Tables 3 and 4, we present the results of our moderator analyses
for the daily association of negative and positive affects with alcohol
use. We present the effect of a 1 SD increase in negative and positive
affects on the estimated likelihood to drink and the estimated
number of drinks consumed for two to three relevant levels per
moderator. These results can be compared to our preregistered effect
size benchmarks. The analyses reported in Table 3 highlight that our
conclusions for the association between negative affect and drinking
do not change along different study designs or for different sub-
populations. For example, the estimated effect of negative affect on
the likelihood to drink was smaller than our smallest effect size of
interest (a 25% increase/decrease in likelihood to drink) in college
samples (5%–9% decrease in likelihood to drink as negative affect
increased by 1 SD), community samples (4%–11% decrease in
likelihood to drink as negative affect increased by 1 SD), and clinical
samples (1%–14% decrease in likelihood to drink as negative affect
increased by 1 SD).
Similar to negative affect, our conclusions regarding positive

affect did not change along different study designs or for different
subpopulations (Table 4). The effect of positive affect on the
likelihood to drink hovered around the effect size observed in the
main analyses (a 16%–28% increase in the likelihood to drink as
positive affect increases by 1 SD) in all subpopulations we were able

to look at, but positive affect was never associated with the number
of drinks consumed. For example, a 1 SD increase in positive affect
was estimated to lead to a 23%–30% increase in the likelihood to
drink in studies that sampled only moderate-to-heavy drinkers, and
to a 30%–33% increase in the likelihood to drink in studies that also
included light drinkers.

Discussion

Motivational theories of alcohol use hypothesize that people
drink to decrease negative emotions or to increase positive ones
(e.g., Baker et al., 2004; M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger,
1988; Koob & Le Moal, 2008). Although supportive evidence has
linked affect and alcohol use behaviors using laboratory, experi-
mental, and self-report data (Bresin et al., 2018; Leigh, 1989; Smith,
2013;Wilkie & Stewart, 2005), two decades of daily diary and EMA
studies testing these theories at the day level produced inconclusive
evidence. Using individual participant-level data from 69 studies
with 12,394 participants and 353,762 days of observations, we
showed that people were indeed more likely to drink and to drink
heavily on days characterized by positive affect but they were not
more likely to drink or drink more on days characterized by negative
affect. Importantly, these findings were consistent across multiple
operationalizations of affect, whether or not affect was measured
prior to when drinking occurred, and whether affect was assessed in
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Figure 3
Heat Map of Correlations Between Participant-Aggregated Affect, Participant-Aggregated Number
of Drinks, Drinking Motives, Self-Reported Alcohol Use at Baseline, and Age

Note. The values in each tile represent the respective Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The magnitude and
direction of correlations are visualized with colors. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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the morning or afternoon. In the available data, the results did not
differ between college, community, and clinical samples, nor between
heavy and light drinkers. Moreover, people who reported they drink
to relieve negative emotions or to enhance positive ones were more

likely to drink and to drink more (which mirrors the results of a recent
meta-analysis in mostly cross-sectional studies; Bresin & Mekawi,
2021) but did not exhibit any stronger associations between daily
affect and drinking.
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Figure 4
Results of Meta-Analysis of Association Between Negative Affect and Alcohol Use

Note. Forest plots of the effect of negative affect on the likelihood to drink with effect sizes larger (smaller) than 1 indicating a higher (lower) probability to
drink as affect increases (left) and the number of drinks consumed on drinking days with positive (negative) effect sizes indicating a higher (lower) number of
drinks consumed (right). Displayed are point estimates surrounded by the 95% Bayesian credible interval.

Table 1
Sensitivity Analyses for the Daily Association Between Negative Affect and Alcohol Use

Sensitivity analysis k N

Likelihood of drinking Number of drinks consumed

95% CI 95% CI

NAall items → alcohol use 69 12,394 [0.88, 0.94] [−0.03, 0.00]
NAPANAS → alcohol use 40 8,323 [0.92, 0.95] [−0.02, 0.01]
NAfear → alcohol use 25 3,920 [0.93, 0.97] [−0.01, 0.02]
NAhostility → alcohol use 30 5,944 [0.94, 0.99] [−0.02, 0.02]
NAguilt → alcohol use 20 4,971 [0.93, 0.99] [−0.02, 0.01]
NAsadness → alcohol use 18 1,986 [0.89, 0.99] [−0.03, 0.00]
NAtemporal association → alcohol use 32 5,957 [0.90, 0.95] [−0.02, 0.01]
NAmorning → alcohol use 29 3,430 [0.93, 1.00] [−0.02, 0.03]
NAafternoon → alcohol use 37 5,474 [0.92, 0.97] [−0.02, 0.00]
NAperson-aggregated → alcohol use 64 11,869 [0.74, 0.99] [0.01, 0.17]
NAWithin × Between → alcohol use 64 11,869 [0.99, 1.03] [0.00, 0.01]

Note. k = number of studies included in analysis; N = number of participants included in analysis; CI = credible interval;
PANAS = Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; NA = negative affect; all items = affect score calculated from all
assessed items; PANAS = affect score calculated from PANAS scale items; fear, hostility, guilt, sadness = affect score
calculated from Positive and Negative Affect Schedule–Expanded Form subscale items; temporal association = affect score
calculated from items assessed prior to alcohol use; morning = affect score calculated from morning (6 a.m.–12 p.m.)
assessments; afternoon = affect score calculated from afternoon (12 p.m.–6 p.m.) assessments; person-aggregated = affect
score aggregated across all study days per participant; Within × Between = interaction between within-person and between-
person NA (not preregistered). We report the 95% credible interval (95% CI) derived from the respective posterior
distribution.
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Implications for Motivational Models of Alcohol Use

The lack of evidence for increased alcohol use on days charac-
terized by higher (preceding) negative affect is striking given the
evidence that increased negative affect precedes other risky and
unhealthy behaviors. Diary and EMA research on binge eating
(Haedt-Matt & Keel, 2011), smoking (Akbari et al., 2020), and

suicidal injury, thoughts, and behaviors (Kuehn et al., 2022) have all
demonstrated heightened negative affect prior to engaging in these

behaviors. Although alcohol use may be an exception, according to

an internal survey among the coauthors of this review conducted
during the preregistration process, 20 out of 38 responding experts

expected to find a daily association between negative affect and
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Figure 5
Results of Meta-Analysis of Association Between Positive Affect and Alcohol Use

Note. Forest plots of the effect of positive affect on the likelihood to drink with effect sizes larger (smaller) than 1 indicating a higher (lower) probability to
drink as affect increases (left) and the number of drinks consumed on drinking days with positive (negative) effect sizes indicating a higher (lower) number of
drinks consumed (right). Displayed are point estimates surrounded by the 95% Bayesian credible interval.

Table 2
Sensitivity Analyses for the Daily Association Between Positive Affect and Alcohol Use

Sensitivity analysis k N

Likelihood of drinking Number of drinks consumed

95% CI 95% CI

PAall items → alcohol use 65 11,705 [1.18, 1.30] [0.04, 0.07]
PAPANAS → alcohol use 42 8,685 [1.11, 1.27] [0.02, 0.07]
PAjoviality → alcohol use 55 10,708 [1.27, 1.41] [0.06, 0.11]
PAself-assurance → alcohol use 14 1,943 [1.01, 1.20] [−0.04, 0.05]
PAattentiveness → alcohol use 20 2,887 [0.99, 1.11] [−0.02, 0.03]
PAtemporal association → alcohol use 31 5,857 [1.15, 1.28] [0.02, 0.06]
PAmorning → alcohol use 30 3,471 [1.01, 1.14] [−0.01, 0.05]
PAafternoon → alcohol use 38 5,515 [1.08, 1.18] [0.02, 0.05]
PAperson-aggregated → alcohol use 63 11,386 [0.98, 1.37] [−0.04, 0.11]
PAWithin × Between → alcohol use 63 11,386 [0.96, 1.02] [−0.01, 0.01]

Notes: k = number of studies included in analysis; N = number of participants included in analysis; CI = credible interval;
PANAS = Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; NA = negative affect; all items = affect score calculated from all
assessed items; PANAS = affect score calculated from PANAS scale items; joviality, self-assurance, attentiveness = affect
score calculated from Positive and Negative Affect Schedule–Expanded Form subscale items; temporal association = affect
score calculated from items assessed prior to alcohol use; morning = affect score calculated from morning (6 a.m.–12 p.m.)
assessments; afternoon = affect score calculated from afternoon (12 p.m.–6 p.m.) assessments; person-aggregated = affect
score aggregated across all study days per participant; Within × Between = interaction between within-person and between-
person positive affect (not preregistered). We report the 95% credible interval (95% CI) derived from the respective posterior
distribution.
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alcohol use in the present project. Such an effect would have aligned
with the subjective priors of the majority of our author team, the
global predictions of multiple theoretical models of alcohol use
(M. L. Cooper et al., 1995; Cox & Klinger, 1988), and laypeople’s
intuitions (M. L. Cooper, 1994). Thus, the most important conclu-
sion we can draw from these results is that these priors have now
shifted considerably, and we should no longer universally expect
people to be more likely to drink or to drink more on days they
experience higher negative affect.
Of note, a recentmeta-analysis (Tovmasyan et al., 2022) concluded

that people drank more on days higher in both negative and positive
affects, suggesting that the intensity, rather than the valence, of
emotions motivates people to consume alcohol. Although this con-
trast with our findings, it is difficult to compare these syntheses of the
same literature because Tovmasyan et al. (2022) extracted effects
from a smaller number of (mostly) published daily diary and EMA
studies (k = 38 for negative affect, k = 35 for positive affect), while
we obtained individual participant data from a wide range of pub-
lished and unpublished studies and analyzed data using a unified
protocol. Because of the statistical challenges in summarizing asso-
ciations across such a wide range ofmeasures, outcomes, and analytic
methods, we are confident in the robustness of our findings.
Another explanation for our findings could be that alcohol use is

more situationally constrained than other behaviors linked to nega-
tive affect; people commonly eat and smoke throughout the day and
week, whereas people are much more likely to drink alcohol in the
evening, on weekends, and while surrounded by other people (Acuff
et al., 2021; Arfken, 1988). As such, it is possible that people use

other nonalcohol-related coping strategies to manage negative affect
during the day. Alternately, a negative affect–alcohol association
might only be observed when the two occur close in time rather than
when affect is aggregated over the course of a day. There also may be
countervailing effects: some occasions of higher than usual negative
affect may decrease the likelihood of drinking (e.g., by skipping a
social event when feeling down); whereas on other occasions,
heightened negative affect may increase the likelihood of turning
to alcohol. Overall, this would result in a null effect of negative affect,
as observed in this meta-analysis.

Although the notion of drinking to enhance positive affect does
not necessarily imply that elevated positive emotions are expected to
motivate drinking, we found that people were more likely to drink
and drink heavily on days they felt happy and enthusiastic. It may be
that positive affect itself triggers drinking behavior or it may make
people more sociable or reward seeking, increasing the odds that
people will seek out situations where alcohol is available (van
Hoorn, et al., 2016). Alternatively, perhaps positive affect simply
rises in anticipation of drinking events (a “Thank God It’s Friday”
effect), which are frequently social in nature.

Contrary to motivational models of alcohol use (M. L. Cooper
et al., 1995), people’s self-reported drinking motives did not moder-
ate individual differences in the association between daily affect and
alcohol use. This null effect is consistent with earlier work showing
that explicit motives were unrelated to individual differences in
affective and drinking processes observed in daily life (Littlefield
et al., 2012). Indeed, people’s global self-reports of coping strategies
are poor markers of how they report coping when measured in the
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Figure 6
Association of Negative and Positive Affect With Alcohol Use for Participants Reporting Low, Average, and High Drinking Motives

Note. The effect of negative affect (left) and positive affect (right) on the likelihood that participants drink (top) as well as the number of drinks consumed on
drinking days (bottom) for participants reporting low, average, and high coping and enhancement motives, respectively. See the online article for the color
version of this figure.
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moment (Todd et al., 2004), and people’s global self-reports of how
they typically respond to negative emotion are not associated with the
strength of the same within-person association when measured using
EMA (Feil et al., 2020). It may be that a person’s self-report of
dispositional motives reflects a mental model arising from formative
drinking experiences, social cues, and norms around the function of
alcohol use, or from selectively recalled drinking events, rather than a
description of a typical alcohol decision-making process for that
person. Further, peoplemay hold an additional set of implicit drinking
motives that lies outside of their awareness (McClelland et al., 1989),
which might differ from the drinking motives they report. Recent
research has suggested that peoples’ daily or momentary coping and
enhancement motives for drinking may be robust predictors of same-
day emotional drinking (Stevenson et al., 2019; Votaw&Witkiewitz,
2021). Other cognitive factors, such as cravings (Serre et al., 2015;
Waddell et al., 2021), the momentary reinforcement value of alcohol
(Acuff et al., 2020; Dora, Kuczynski, et al., 2022; Murphy &
MacKillop, 2006), other drinking-related cognitions (Lewis et al.,
2020), or perceived social support (Shadur et al., 2015) have been
shown to vary within-person and may be important for understanding
how drinking motives are enacted to influence alcohol use in daily
and momentary data.
Our moderator analyses suggest that our findings were consis-

tent across different subpopulations, such as clinical and

nonclinical samples, heavy and light drinkers, and younger
and older adults. Taken at face value, these results are equally
problematic for different affect-regulation models when applied to
daily-level data (e.g., Baker et al., 2004; M. L. Cooper et al., 1995;
Cox & Klinger, 1988; Koob & Le Moal, 2008; Wills & Filer,
1996), as all models predict negative affect to be associated with
alcohol use in at least some of these groups of people. However,
given that we had limited data from clinical samples and no direct
measure of AUD symptoms at the participant level, we have less
confidence that our meta-analysis provided stringent tests of
models that focus on people with AUD and/or experiencing
withdrawal symptoms (Baker et al., 2004; Koob & Le Moal,
2008). To us, it remains plausible that daily negative affect
predicts drinking in cases of AUD, especially with individuals
with moderate to severe AUD where compulsivity of alcohol
use (and the potential for allostatic regulation of drinking) is
higher. It is important for future research to test whether there
is some threshold in AUD whereby negative affect regulation
becomes an important causal mechanism. We also acknowledge
that this study and the literature it meta-analyzed has several
limitations (e.g., the time scale at which we tested the effects)
that prevent us from conclusively falsifying any of the theoretical
models, despite the consistencies we found across moderator
analyses.
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Table 3
Moderator Analyses for the Daily Association Between Negative Affect and Alcohol Use

Moderator analysis k N

Likelihood of drinking Number of drinks consumed

95% CI 95% CI

Study design
Diary 18 4,451 [0.92, 0.94] [−0.02, 0.00]
EMA 25 3,060 [0.89, 0.93] [−0.04, −0.02]

Study population
College 19 4,338 [0.92, 0.95] [−0.02, 0.00]
Community 18 2,688 [0.90, 0.96] [−0.02, 0.01]
Clinical 6 485 [0.88, 0.99] [−0.03, 0.02]

Study involving treatment
Yes 5 444 [0.89, 0.95] [−0.03, −0.01]
No 37 7,026 [0.92, 0.93] [−0.03, 0.00]

Study inclusion criterion
None/light drinkers 26 5,217 [0.90, 0.93] [−0.02, −0.01]
Moderate/heavy drinkers 17 2,294 [0.90, 0.94] [−0.03, −0.01]

Study length
Short (−1 SD) [0.89, 0.93] [−0.03, −0.01]
Average [0.92, 0.94] [−0.02, −0.01]
Long (+1 SD) [0.93, 0.96] [−0.03, −0.01]

Participant self-reported alcohol use
Low (−1 SD) [0.84, 0.88] [−0.04, −0.02]
Average [0.88, 0.92] [−0.04, −0.02]
High (+1 SD) [0.90, 0.96] [−0.04, −0.02]

Participant age
Young (−1 SD) [0.90, 0.93] [−0.02, −0.01]
Average [0.92, 0.93] [−0.02, −0.01]
Old (+1 SD) [0.92, 0.94] [−0.03, −0.01]

Participant sex
Female 4,199 [0.88, 0.93] [−0.02, −0.01]
Male 3,254 [0.93, 0.96] [−0.03, −0.01]

Time of week
Thursday–Saturday [0.92, 0.93] [−0.03, −0.01]
Sunday–Wednesday [0.90, 0.94] [−0.03, −0.01]

Note. We report the 95% credible interval (95% CI) derived from the respective posterior distribution. EMA =
ecological momentary assessment; CI = credible interval.
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Implications for Prevention and Treatment

Motivational models of alcohol use have influenced the design of
interventions aimed at problematic drinking in stand-alone treat-
ments (Stasiewicz et al., 2013) and identified potential mechanisms
of more generalized treatments aimed at reducing problematic alco-
hol use in community samples (Kelly et al., 2010; Vinci et al., 2014;
Witkiewitz & Villarroel, 2009). Our results provide evidence that
people who report global motives for drinking either for coping or
enhancement reasons may benefit from preventive interventions but
global motives do not seem to provide information on how a person’s
daily alcohol use is influenced by their affective states. In other
words, drinking motives may identify who is at risk for problem
alcohol use but they do not yet give us insight into how or when that
risk unfolds.
A deeper understanding of why and how positive affect indicates

risk for alcohol use (and potentially for heavy alcohol use), and in
what contexts, will be important for shaping future interventions.
For example, momentary interventions could detect increase in
positive affect and deliver reminders of effective protective behav-
ioral strategies that might reduce risk for an upcoming drinking
event. On the other hand, preventive interventions targeting days
characterized by high negative affect are unlikely to be effective for
a typical person. It may instead be important to track momentary

drinking motives, people’s attributions about their drinking (such as
momentary alcohol expectancies), or their situational context (such
as being alone vs. with friends; Ariss et al., 2022; Creswell, 2021;
Fairbairn & Sayette, 2014), which may serve as a more specific
signal of risk for alcohol use.

Constraints on Generality and Study Limitations

The generalizability of our findings regarding the daily associa-
tion between affect and alcohol use is constrained by several factors
such as the people studied, the measurements used, the temporal
design, and the statistical models used in the present study (D. J.
Simons et al., 2017; Yarkoni, 2020).

Sample Generality

First, we limited our systematic search to English terms (and thus
potentially excluded non-English literature if it did not appear in our
search) and were only able to compile data frommostly young adults
and exclusively fromWestern, predominantly White cultures. Thus,
future reviews could include search terms in other languages, and it
is an open question whether our data generalize to people living in
societies that are not WEIRD (Henrich et al., 2010). Beyond the
demographic nature of our sample, relatively few diary or EMA
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Table 4
Moderator Analyses for the Daily Association Between Positive Affect and Alcohol Use

Moderator analysis k N

Likelihood of drinking Number of drinks consumed

95% CI 95% CI

Study design
Diary 17 4,390 [1.28, 1.32] [0.05, 0.07]
EMA 26 3,101 [1.27, 1.32] [0.06, 0.08]

Study population
College 18 4,238 [1.28, 1.32] [0.04, 0.06]
Community 20 2,829 [1.27, 1.32] [0.05, 0.07]
Clinical 5 424 [1.19, 1.33] [0.02, 0.07]

Study involving treatment
Yes 4 383 [1.25, 1.32] [0.04, 0.08]
No 38 7,067 [1.28, 1.32] [0.06, 0.08]

Study inclusion criterion
None/light drinkers 27 5,329 [1.30, 1.33] [0.06, 0.08]
Moderate/heavy drinkers 16 2,162 [1.23, 1.30] [0.05, 0.07]

Study length
Short (−1 SD) [1.28, 1.33] [0.06, 0.08]
Average [1.28, 1.32] [0.06, 0.07]
Long (+1 SD) [1.27, 1.32] [0.05, 0.07]

Participant self-reported alcohol use
Low (−1 SD) [1.32, 1.39] [0.09, 0.13]
Average [1.30, 1.35] [0.07, 0.09]
High (+1 SD) [1.27, 1.33] [0.05, 0.08]

Participant age
Young (−1 SD) [1.30, 1.35] [0.05, 0.06]
Average [1.28, 1.32] [0.06, 0.07]
Old (+1 SD) [1.25, 1.30] [0.07, 0.09]

Participant sex
Female 4,205 [1.32, 1.37] [0.06, 0.08]
Male 3,227 [1.23, 1.28] [0.06, 0.07]

Time of week
Thursday–Saturday [1.27, 1.32] [0.06, 0.08]
Sunday–Wednesday [1.22, 1.27] [0.07, 0.09]

Note. We report the 95% credible interval (95% CI) derived from the respective posterior distribution. EMA =
ecological momentary assessment.
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studies of alcohol use involve samples of people seeking treatment
for AUDs (in the present study, we had four diary and two EMA
studies, total n = 790). This is relatively striking given the emphasis
of many affect regulation theories on the role of affect in AUDs
(Koob& LeMoal, 2008). Thus, our findings may not replicate when
examining affect–alcohol associations among individuals with more
severe AUD than what is typically observed in community samples
or among those who are treatment seeking.

Measurement Generality

This study harmonized data coming from dozens of different
studies. Although we managed to address some differences between
studies (e.g., the items used to calculate negative and positive
affects) and tested for others in our moderation analyses, it is not
feasible to comprehend the potential impact of an exhaustive list of
differences, and we are certain we have not accounted for all of
them. For example, one difference between included studies we did
not address is the time scale referred to by the affect items (e.g.,
“right now” vs. “the past 30 min”). As noted by Curran and Hussong
(2009), the validity of the inferences we wish to draw from this
pooled data analysis is directly influenced by the reliability and
validity of the measures in each contributing data set. Pooling across
studies using measures of negative and positive affects that differed
in terms of the specific items or item responses assumes invariance
and comparability of these measures across studies and populations.
If this assumption did not hold, our findings may have changed,
especially in terms of the heterogeneity of results across studies.
More comprehensive data harmonization methods, such as integra-
tive data analysis (Hussong et al., 2013), might be used to combine
data sets with similar but varying measures of affect. As such, the
possibility remains that some of these unaccounted differences have
influenced our results in ways we did not anticipate.

Temporal Generality

We tested only the most common formulation of motivational
theories of drinking that daily alcohol use is preceded by increase in
negative or positive affect on the same day. As with many vague
verbal theories in psychology (van Rooij & Blokpoel, 2020),
motivational theories of alcohol use are silent on the time scale
at which these associations are likely to occur, making it difficult to
convincingly support or falsify the hypothesis (Hopwood et al.,
2022). It is entirely possible that the affect–alcohol use association
varies at longer or shorter time scales. For example, negative affect-
motivated drinking may only be observed when affect is measured
close in time to drinking events. Alternately, because drinking
occasions are often situationally constrained to evenings and week-
ends, it might be that negative affect experienced earlier in a day or a
week has a cascading effect on drinking later in the week once
drinking opportunities are more available, mediated by an intention
to drink that then persists up to the drinking occasion (and even
drives increases in positive mood as drinking is anticipated).
It is also important to note that there are a separate class of theories

(many of which draw on the same body of theory described above)
that describe how associations between affect (especially symptoms
of negative affect-driven disorders such as anxiety and depression)
and alcohol use and problemsmight arise at less proximal time scales
(Hussong et al., 2011, 2017; Sher, 1991). One theory, for example,

hypothesizes that adolescents who are high on internalizing symp-
toms gravitate toward substance using peers who provide access and
exposure to alcohol use (Hussong et al., 2011; Kaplan et al., 1984).
There is robust evidence that people high on emotion-driven impul-
sivity (Coskunpinar & Cyders, 2013) are especially likely to develop
AUD. Other research has suggested that young adults who are prone
to symptoms of anxiety and depression drink more and report more
symptoms of AUD over time (Jackson & Sher, 2003; King et al.,
2020; Kushner et al., 2012), although other research has found the
opposite to be true in adolescence (Colder et al., 2017). In other
words, the evidence from the present study suggesting no daily
association between negative emotions and alcohol use does not rule
out a role of affect at other time scales or of individual differences in
the experience or consequences of negative affect. Moreover, the
data here do not speak to the degree to which naturally occurring
drinking episodes relieve negative affect or enhance positive affect,
which is a key component of affect regulation models. Thus, it is
critical tomeasure affect during and after the drinking episode to fully
understand its affect regulation effects. Although fewer daily obser-
vational studies have been designed to test the temporal association
between alcohol use and subsequent affect, some initial evidence
from EMA studies (M. A. Russell et al., 2020) as well as evidence
from experimental studies performed in the lab (Smith, 2013; Wilkie
& Stewart, 2005) suggests that negative affect is reduced and positive
affect is enhanced following alcohol consumption. Given that results
from experimental lab studies suggest that people consume more
alcohol following negative mood inductions (Bresin et al., 2018),
more ecologically valid research is needed where people’s affective
states are closely and frequently monitored before and during drink-
ing and matching nondrinking episodes.

Statistical Generality

Our mixed-effects modeling approach characterized the average
or group-level association between daily affect and alcohol use.
Thus, we cannot definitively conclude that our findings generalize to
any one individual within our sample (Molenaar, 2004). That is,
negative affect (and likewise, positive affect or related motives)
could prompt alcohol use for some people, some of the time, and in
some situations. For example, one individual might regularly drink-
to-cope following a frustrating day at work, while another individual
might drink-to-cope generally only following more extreme distress
(e.g., after losing their job). The nomothetic methods used in this
meta-analysis pool estimate across people, time, and situations (e.g.,
assume ergodicity), and are therefore not equipped to account for
potential person-, time-, or situation-specific effects in the affect–
alcohol association.

Missing Data in EMA Research

Like most EMA studies in this field, we did not account for
missing observations at the daily level. Although mixed-effects
models are robust to data missing on the outcome, observations
that are also missing at the predictor level are listwise deleted, and the
complexities of imputing zero-inflated count variables for our Bayes-
ian mixed-effects models precluded the use of multiple imputations.
Although we did not find correlates of missingness in our data, it is a
possibility that participants systematically missed EMA surveys,
which would bias estimates in the present study. For example, people
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might be less likely to complete a morning survey following a heavy
drinking event or might be less likely to complete a survey in
moments of high negative affect. It is important to note, however,
that no research has reported that this is true in EMA studies of
alcohol use, and one recent study found no evidence that missing data
in EMA research was a function of the constructs of interest (Sun
et al., 2021). Nonetheless, the question of how missing data impact
reliability of EMA research is a methodological question, requiring
additional research to understand systematically the circumstances
and study designs that promote high rates of compliance and high-
quality data (Kaurin et al., 2022). A promising avenue for future
research might be to infer affective states from passive smartphone
data via machine learning, which has the advantage that no active
responding from the participant is required (D. C. Mohr et al., 2017).
A recent study had moderate success predicting states of elevated
anger and anxiety in this way (Ren et al., 2022). Should the prediction
accuracy of these methods increase further, this would be one way to
capture moments high in negative affect more reliably in people’s
everyday life.

An Agenda for Future Research

Important questions remain regarding whether, in what way, in
what contexts, and for whom affect is related to alcohol use in
everyday life. It is our hope that this meta-analysis will launch new
intensive longitudinal work that pushes beyond our current under-
standing of the complex real-time relationship between affect and
alcohol. To this end, we offer four points that we see as particularly
important for future research to address.
First, our tests demonstrating that daily alcohol use is not preceded

by daily increase in negative affect tell us little about whether the
affect–alcohol use association varies (nonlinearly) at longer or
shorter time scales. The present findings challenge the field to
improve the precision of the theoretical predictions pertaining to
the temporal relationship between affect and alcohol use (Hopwood
et al., 2022). Motivational models were originally developed when
coarser cross-sectional and years-long longitudinal studies were
predominant study designs. Although this field of study has taken
advantage of modern data collection tools such as smartphones for
real-time survey data collection, theoretical predictions have not been
updated in concert. We propose further examinations of the associa-
tions between affect and drinking using methods that assess affect
with greater temporal granularity and with greater proximity to
drinking episodes to examine how affect dynamics prompt a drinking
response or interact with biphasic effects of alcohol over time.
Second, at least some motivational models of alcohol use (Baker

et al., 2004; Koob&LeMoal, 2008) hypothesize that negative affect
is an index of withdrawal symptoms that emerges in the develop-
ment of substance use disorder. Yet as noted above, there remains a
marked disconnect between these theoretical models and the sam-
ples with data available to test them. It is unclear to what extent
participants in the majority of college student and community
samples analyzed here ever experienced true withdrawal symptoms
or serious and impairing negative consequences from their alcohol
consumption (Boness et al., 2016). We therefore contend that it is
critical to invest more resources in understanding the role of emotion
dynamics among those in various stages of AUD and among those
either in treatment or similar, sustained self-directed efforts to
reduce drinking.

Relatedly, reports of negative affect at the high end of the scale
were extremely rare (scores higher than 70 on a 100-point scale
made up less than 1% of the available negative affect scores), and
thus a floor effect may contribute to the observed null results. Given
that the present study includes data from 12,394 people measured
across over 353,762 days, we believe that this represents the typical
experience of negative affect in people’s daily lives: it tends to be
relatively unusual. This is consistent with prior research indicating
that the frequency and intensity of positive affect are much higher
than negative affect in people’s daily lives (Trampe et al., 2015;
Watson, 2000; Zelenski & Larsen, 2000), even in clinical samples
(Cho et al., 2017). Even though average negative affect tends to be
relatively low even in clinical samples, the meta-analysis by Cho
et al. (2017) found that negative affect was elevated in clinical
samples compared to controls. This further reinforces the need to
study affect regulation and drinking motives in everyday life of
people with symptoms of AUD as the influence of floor effects of
negative affect in these samples might be smaller. At the same time,
if people were to drink-to-cope only when their experience of
negative affect is maximal, these infrequent instances might not
be captured by daily observational studies, but rare yet highly salient
events may be enough to shape people’s perceptions of their
drinking behaviors. For example, epidemiological studies consis-
tently indicate comorbidity between social anxiety disorders and
AUDs (Morris et al., 2005), which might indicate that people use
alcohol as a coping strategy in highly distressing moments.

Third, we believe it is time to pay more attention to the immediate
context in which emotions are experienced and alcohol is consumed.
It is possible that daily studies such as the ones analyzed here obscure
a true association between negative affect and alcohol use by
ignoring situational constraints and opportunities. For example,
suppose one’s intention to drink increases immediately following
a negative emotional experience, but due to responsibilities or a lack
of drinking opportunity this intention is not enacted or is enacted
upon delay. We recommend that future studies attempt to capture
contextual variables which may help to further characterize the
association between affect and alcohol use, such as social context
(Creswell, 2021; DeHart et al., 2009), next-day responsibilities,
availability of alcohol-free reinforcers in the environment, and types
of stressors increasing negative affect. The challenge, of course, is
that these factors are essentially limitless and there is a point at which
the meaningfulness of an effect would become unclear (e.g., negative
affect is associated with alcohol use, but only when a person plans to
drink, and is watching TV at home alone on a Friday).

Fourth, negative affect may drive alcohol use for some people,
some of the time, at a rate too infrequent to support detection via the
modeling approach we and the studies reviewed here chose. As
such, the heterogeneity seen in previous examinations of the affect–
alcohol use association may be an artifact of the methods used (i.e.,
nomothetic, mixed-effects models) which examine the average
effect and the amount of average variation around the focal effect.
As detailed above, the association between affect and alcohol use
may vary by person, temporal, and situational factors; and, addi-
tionally, all may vary over time. Adequate characterization of these
effects and heterogeneity around these effects requires the use of
multivariate models equipped to model both average and person-
specific effects over time (Litt et al., 2020). Use of such idiographic
techniques has been initially useful (Foster & Beltz, 2022; Wright &
Woods, 2020) andmay assist with developingmore precise theories,
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as well as more effective prevention and intervention efforts deliv-
ered in the moment and on the individual level over time (Piccirillo
& Rodebaugh, 2019).

Conclusions

In conclusion, the findings of this meta-analysis suggest that
positive but not negative affect is associated with alcohol use in daily
data in mostly nonclinical samples. These findings stand in contrast to
theoretical models which state that negative affect, in particular, is a
key drinking motivator, particularly for problematic drinking (Baker
et al., 2004; Cloninger, 1987; Koob & Le Moal, 2008). Using the
insights gained from this meta-analysis, we propose an agenda for
future research to explore temporal, contextual, situational, and
person-specific aspects of the affect-regulation process of alcohol
use to advance theory and improve upon prevention and intervention
efforts.
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